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Let D(a,N)=min{nk:a/N=~:l/n,,n,<n,< ... <nk,n,eH}, whereminimum 
ranges over all expansions of a/N, and let D(N) = max{ D(a, N): 1 <a -C NJ. Then 
D( MN) < max (MD( N), ND(M) 1 < D(M) D(N), establishing a conjecture made by 
M. N. Bleicher and P. ErdGs. c 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
LEMMA 1. Let x= {2’:06i<n} andX cX--(11. Thenfor Y’afinite 
set of distinct positive integer greater than or equal to 2, 
whereX”cX, Y”cY’,andXnY”=~~5. 
Proof: Let T= {YE Y’:y=2’ for some i<n}. If T=& then we are 
done. Suppose T # 4. Then 
Let n,=max(x:xEXI} and n,=max{y:yET}. Then 
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where n3 = maxjn,, n2 $ <n. We write 2”‘ “I A, + 2” “: A z in the binary 
notation. Then 
where x” c X. Thus 
where X”cX, Y”= Y’-Tc I”, and Xn I”‘=& 
We say that an expansion a/N is a minimal denominator expansion if all 
the denominators are less than or equal to D(N). 
THEOREM 1. ZfM<N, then ~(~N)~~~(N~, 
Proof Consider a/MN where I 6 a < MN. Then 
where 0 G s < M and 0 6 r < N. We apply a minimal denominator expan- 
sion to r/N. Then 
where Y’ is a set of all denominators which appear in a minimal 
denominator expansion of r/N. Note that 2 < min{ y: y E Y> and 
max(y:yE Y} <D(N). 
We expand s/M in the following way. Choose n so that 2” 6 M < 2” + ‘. 
Let X= (2’: 0 < i < rr >. If 44 = 2”, by writing s in the binary notation, we 
have s/M= Cy l/x where X’c X- { 11. Thus 
Since min { y: y E Y> 2 2, all the terms are distinct. Thus for any such a’s 
D(a, MN) d MD(N). 
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If M # 2”, then consider 
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s s.2” Msl + t-1 -=-= 
M M.2” M-2” ’ 
where O<s,<2”,O~~,<M~2”“-1. 
We write s, and r1 in the binary notation. Then s/M= 
cg.f/ l/w + l/M cy l/x where W, X’ c X. Thus 
If 1$ x’, then by Lemma 1, we have 
where X”cX, Y”c Y’, and XnY”=qk Since Mf2” and 2”-~-CM, 
2” KM. Thus all the terms are distinct. Hence for any such a, we have 
Dfa, MN) < max { M2”, MD(N)) 
< rnax~~~~- l), MD(N)) 
d MD(N), since D(N) 3 N > 44. 
Now if 1 E X’, then 
By Lemma 1, 
where x”cX, Y”c Y, and Xn Y”=+k Thus 
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If 1 $x”, then all the terms are distinct. Thus for any such a, 
D(a, MN)<max(M2”, MD(N)} <MD(N). 
If 1 E A/“, then 
Consider 
Since 2”<M<2”+‘-1, 2”+‘=A4+-r2, where r2=2”+l-M<2* 
2” = 2”. Thus 
where w’, Vc X and 1$ V since s, < 2” and r2 < 2”. Hence 
By Lemma 1 with Y’ = x” - { 1 >, we have 
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Thus 
Since Xn Y” = q5 and X”’ c X, X”’ n Y” = 4. Thus all the terms are distinct. 
Hence for any such a, we have 
D(a, MN) < max{M2”, Gus <OR. 
Therefore D(MN) < MD(N). This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY I. D(MN)<max{MD(N), ND(M)} <D(M)D(N). 
Proof. If A46 N, then, by Theorem 1, D(MN) < MD(N). If N < M, 
then D(MN) < ND(M). Thus 
R~MN) d max~~~(N), ND(M)). 
Since ~(~) 3, M, D(N) 3 N, we have 
D(MN) < max(MD(N), ND(M)) <D(M) D(N). 
This proves a conjecture of Bleicher and Erdiis. 
COROLLARY II. D(.Mk) < Mk - ’ D(M) for k 2 1. 
ProoJ We use induction on k. For k = 1, the claim is clearly true. Thus 
assume the claim is true for k - 1, where k 2 2. Then D(A@) = 
D( M. Mk - ’ ) d MD( Mk - ’ f. Thus by the induction hypothesis, 
This improves the theorem proved in [l]. 
COROLLARY III. Let S = (2 = S, < sz < $I1 g .. . <s,, : sj < n<- 1 si for 
allj}, 
Then D(n; .si) = n; si. 
Proof: D(n;Sj)=D(S,n~-l Sj)<SnD(I-Iml Si)d *” <n;SiD(s, ‘S*). 
If sl, s2 E S, then s2 = 2. Thus D(s, . s2) = s,D(s,) = s,D(2) = s2 * 2. If 
s, , s2 E s’, then D(s, * s2) = D(2.3) = 2.3. Thus D(n; si) < n; si. Since 
R(nl si) 2 n; siy we have D(lJy si) = n; si. 
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COROLLARY IV. D( N)JN < D( P)/P for some prime P which divides N. 
Proof: Write N= P,PzP3~‘~P,, where P,d Pzf ... dP,. Then 
~~WW%%)< .,. <WJ 
N P,WP, . ‘p,’ 
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